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**DUTCH TERRITORIES, DECOLONIZATION** see Decolonization: Dutch Territories

**ENCLAVES**

1. **Notion**

An international enclave is an isolated part of a foreign State’s territory entirely surrounded by the territory of only one other State (the surrounding State) so that it has no communication with the territory of the State to which it belongs (the mother or main State) other than through the territory of the surrounding State. The same territory is an enclave from the point of view of the mother State. If the two states form parts of a common → federal State, any enclaves will lack a foreign element and remain domestic in nature. Only a quasi-enclave arises if a part of a State’s territory, despite geographical connection with its own territory, remains inaccessible by way of its own territory because of topographical factors (insurmountable mountains; e.g. the Austrian communities of Jungholz and Mittelberg in relation to the Federal Republic of Germany). No enclave is in issue where part of a State’s territory is surrounded by that of another but enjoys direct access to the sea (e.g. Ceuta in relation to Spain). Whether West Berlin can be considered as an enclave of the Federal Republic of Germany depends on the interpretation of the legal status of → Berlin and its western sectors.

2. **Past and Current Examples**

A large number of enclaves (estimated in the thousands) existed in former times—above all in Europe following the decline of the Holy Roman Empire. Not only German States (in great numbers), but also Spain, France, Belgium, the Netherlands and other States possessed enclaves whilst themselves enclaving the territories of foreign States. Nearly all such enclaves became the territories of the surrounding States. Although in India, the British, French and Portuguese enclaves came to an end, there remained in existence in 1973 in Bangladesh some 116 Indian enclaves and in Indian West Bengal some 71 Bangladesh enclaves (the so-called Cooch-Behar enclaves).

Today only a small number of enclaves survive
in Europe: Baarle-Hertog, a Belgian enclave in the Netherlands; Büsingen, a German enclave in Switzerland which is entirely enclosed by the cantons of Schaffhausen, Thurgau and Zürich (by a treaty of November 23, 1964 entering into force on October 4, 1967 (German Bundesgesetzblatt, 1967 II, p. 2041) the other German enclave in Switzerland, Verena Hof, was ceded to the surrounding State); Campione d'Italia, an Italian enclave in the Swiss canton of Tessin; and Llivia, a Spanish enclave in the French department of Pyrénées Orientales. These enclaves are characterized by the smallness of their populations and territories and their close proximity to the frontiers of their main States. Baarle-Hertog is a special case; it is composed of some 30 enclaves of which surround Dutch enclaves; thus enclaves exist within other enclaves.

3. Legal Status of Enclaves

(a) Under international law

From the point of view of the surrounding State an (international) enclave is foreign territory, subject to the territorial sovereignty of the mother State. Hence Llivia, the Spanish enclave in France, was not occupied by German troops during World War II because of its status as territory belonging to a neutral State. Under international law the main State is entitled to establish its legal order throughout its enclave.

The nationality of the enclave’s inhabitants is that of the main State, provided they are not aliens. There is no legal distinction under general international law between the mother State’s subjects in the main territory and those in the enclave.

(b) Under national law

In principle, the nationals in the enclave have the same duties and rights as nationals in the main territory. The mother State may be entitled under its own national law to subject its nationals living in the enclave to special laws enacted to take account of the enclave’s special situation.

Treaties between States may bind the States to introduce such differences into their legal orders. On the basis of a treaty between the two States concerned, the surrounding State may be entitled to include the enclave or quasi-enclave into its own customs territory (→ Customs Frontier) and currency area.

4. Legal Relations between States

Any two States concerned with enclaves are bound in their mutual relations by international law; each must respect the territorial sovereignty of the other. Thus the mother State is allowed access from its main territory to its enclave through the territory of the surrounding State only within the limits imposed by international law. Officials of the mother State must not carry out acts of State during their transit through the territory of the enclaving States (→ Transit over Foreign Territory).

With enclaves, the most important problem in the relations between two States concerns the transit between the main territory and the enclave through the territory of the enclaving State (including its territorial sea and airspace). The political and economic unity of the mother State’s territories is only possible with continuous and comprehensive communications with its enclave. The enclaving State, however, will tend to aim to protect its own territorial sovereignty by restricting the other State’s passage over its territory.

As a basis for the right of passage there may be treaties between the two States regulating the conditions of transit. In the absence of such treaties particular rules of → customary international law serve – if applicable rules exist – as the basis for the right of passage. Such bilateral customary law was applied by the → International Court of Justice (ICJ) in its judgment in the → Right of Passage over Indian Territory Case.

General customary international law contains rules on the right of passage. Between the interested States rules have developed over the years, allowing free passage to enclaves for private persons, civil officials and armed police in the exercise of their normal duties, but only to the extent necessary for the continuous maintenance of normal life in the enclave. These rules are to be applied by analogy in cases of quasi-enclaves. As to military forces and to the right of passage through the airspace of the surrounding State, general rules of customary law have not developed.

The duty of the surrounding State to tolerate a
right of passage charges the respective sovereign of the transit territory like an international servitude. However, if no special treaty exists constituting the right of passage in favour of the respective mother State and charging the respective enclosing State, the above-mentioned duties and rights cannot be characterized as an international servitude, so much as special (mostly bilateral) customary law.

The same rights as described above can be deduced, as some authors have done, from the recognition by the enclaving State of the mother State's exclave. The construction put upon this recognition is that the recognizing (enclaving) State has consented to a reduction of its own territorial sovereignty by granting free passage for the purposes of enabling the mother State to fulfill its normal duties vis-à-vis the exclave and its people, to exercise its somewhat reduced territorial sovereignty over the exclave. The so-called droit de voisinage (→ Neighbour States), the principle of → good faith and other general principles of international law are ultimately too vague to allow the deduction of specified rights of passage.

Inasmuch as rules constituting rights of passage and balancing the interests of the two States concerned exist in general customary law, an inquiry under Art. 38(1)(c) of the ICJ Statute is not required. Authors denying the existence of such rules have to investigate the systems of internal law. A compulsory right of passage (easement of necessity) is expressed by statute or case-law as an idea of justice in the legal orders of a great number of representative States (see Rheinstein). Whilst some authors (e.g. Auhagen and Krenz) deny the applicability of these rules between States, others (e.g. Rheinstein) affirm their applicability.

There is, however, no general customary law regulating free passage for the enclaving State through the enclave existing in the midst of its territory. Special rules of customary law sometimes exist (e.g. as to Baarle-Hertog in the Netherlands) and treaties between the two States concerned may regulate the matter (e.g. as in the case of Llivia in France).


GERHARD HOFFMANN

**ENEMY STATES CLAUSE IN THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER**

I. The Enemy States Clauses of the UN Charter

(a) Origin

From as early as the → Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941, a distinction was drawn between "enemy States" and "peace-loving States". Despite its striving towards universality, the world organization conceived by the victorious coalition of World War II held fast to this distinction.

At the Conference between the → Great Powers at → Dumbarton Oaks held in the autumn of 1944, agreement was reached on a draft charter for the future world organization, which contained an enemy States clause in the transitional provisions. This "enemy States clause" was adopted unchanged as Art. 107 of the → United Nations Charter at the United Nations Conference on International Organization at San Francisco on April 25, 1945.

In San Francisco, on the initiative of France and the Soviet Union, the sole competence of the → United Nations to prevent → aggression was taken away from the organization with respect to the enemy States. This occurred by means of a special provision which was attached to the regulation of enforcement measures by regional agencies in Art. 53 of the Charter. In the opinion of the United States, the United Kingdom and China, the restriction of the competence of the → United Nations Security Council should be